NOTES:
1) ONLY USE LOCKWASHERS WHERE SHOWN. USE LOCTITE ON ITEM 7.
2) INSTALL LANYARD ON SIDE OF CAP WITH RIVET FROM THE OUTSIDE (INSIDE MUST BE FLAT). ATTACH LANYARD TO BOTTOM SCREW ON LATCH. RIVET MUST BE TIGHT.
3) POT ITEM 2 WITH FERRULE PROVIDED AND DP-270 POTTING COMPOUND.
4) MODIFY SERIAL CABLE (ITEM 16), CUT MALE CONNECTOR OFF AS CLOSE TO CONNECTOR AS POSSIBLE, STRIP JACKET BACK 4", CUT BACK ALL UNUSED WIRES, STRIP AND TIN WIRES 1/4".
5) INSTALL 3" X .5" VELCRO ON BACK OF ITEM 13.